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Webmaster's Guide to the Wireless InternetSyngress Publishing, 2001
Webmaster’s Guide to the Wireless Internet is intended to give you, the Webmaster, the skills and knowledge that you will need to add wireless Internet capability to your existing Web site, to build new wireless applications, and to help you understand the issues, both global and domestic, that exist...
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Remote Sensing and GIS Integration: Theories, Methods, and Applications: Theory, Methods, and ApplicationsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Maximize a geographical information tool by incorporating it with up-to-date remotely sensed data

GIS is predominantly a data-handling technology, while remote sensing is a data retrieval and analysis technology. This book addresses the need to combine remotely sensed data with cartographic,...
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Open Source GIS: A GRASS GIS ApproachSpringer, 2007


	Over the past decade, Geographical Information Systems (GIS) have evolved

	from a highly specialized niche to a technology that affects nearly every aspect

	of our lives, from finding driving directions to managing natural disasters.

	While just a few years ago the use of GIS was restricted to a group of

	researchers, planners and...
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Beginning Power BI with Excel 2013: Self-Service Business Intelligence Using Power Pivot, Power View, Power Query, and Power MapApress, 2014

	Understanding your company’s data has never been easier than with Microsoft’s new Power BI package for Excel 2013. Consisting of four powerful tools—Power Pivot, Power View, Power Query and Power Maps—Power BI makes self-service business intelligence a reality for a wide range of users, bridging the traditional gap...
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Matplotlib 3.0 Cookbook: Over 150 recipes to create highly detailed interactive visualizations using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build attractive, insightful, and powerful visualizations to gain quality insights from your data

	
		Key Features

		
			Master Matplotlib for data visualization
	
			Customize basic plots to make and deploy figures in cloud environments
	
			Explore recipes to design various...
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Philip's Atlas of World History (Historical Atlas)Philips, 2005
There could be no more opportune time than the start of the third millennium AD to produce an entirely new atlas of world history. Not only does this symbolic (if arbitrary) moment provoke a mood of public retrospection, but the pace of global change itself demands a greater awareness of "whole world" history. More than 20 years have...
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Building Mapping Applications with QGISPackt Publishing, 2014

	Create your own sophisticated applications to analyze and display geospatial information using QGIS and Python


	About This Book

	
		Make use of the geospatial capabilities of QGIS within your Python programs
	
		Build complete standalone mapping applications based on QGIS and Python
	...
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ActionScript Graphing CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	"A picture is worth a thousand words" has never been more true than when representing large sets of data. Bar charts, heat maps, cartograms, and many more have become important tools in applications and presentations to quickly give insight into complicated issues.


	The "ActionScript Graphing Cookbook" shows you...
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E-Business Globalization Solution Design Guide: Getting Started (Ibm Redbooks.)IBM Press, 2004
This Redbook presents a globalization architecture, a working example, and an accompanying set of methodologies. It explains from the customer's point of view how to plan and then design a multilingual solution.

The Internet transcends national boundaries and geographical barriers. Many e-business entities have sought help from IBM in...
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Migrating to Netware 4.1New Riders Publishing, 1995
In the logical view of the network, resources are organized into groups that  are in turn organized into a hierarchy that reflects their usage, function, or  geographical location. For the user to use the resources on this network, the  user logs in to this logical view of the network. Access to resources on the  network can be controlled by...
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Data Lifecycles: Managing Data for Strategic AdvantageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Businesses now rely almost entirely on applications and databases, causing data and storage needs to increase at astounding rates. It is therefore imperative for a company to optimize and simplify the complexity of managing its data resources.
   Plenty of storage products are now available, however the challenge remains for...
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GIS BasicsCRC Press, 2002

	Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are computer systems for storing, displaying and analyzing spatial data. The past twenty years have seen a rapid growth in their use in government, commerce and academia, and they can be used for managing a network of utilities, from handling census data through to planning the location of a new...
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